Spain: The perfect destination for
your Wedding

Castle of Belmonte, Cuenca

Dear friends,
Spain is a stunning, unique setting with plenty of sun, blue skies, great
architecture, fantastic food & wine, amazing venues, and enchanting
surroundings – what could be better for a perfect wedding day?
An unforgettable wedding at La Granjilla de la Fresneda overlooking El
Escorial Monastery while your guests enjoy its lush gardens and ponds. An
unbeatable wedding at the English Renaissance Tower of Satrústegui in San
Sebastian, enjoying the most spectacular views of the city and its bay La
Concha, from the top of the Igueldo Mount. A spectacular wedding at Castle of
Canena amidst olive groves enjoying the incredible gastronomy of Andalucia
and the beauty of Úbeda and Baeza, making this area the “Spanish Tuscany”

for many.
At Greatness we invite you to enjoy with your nearest and dearest privileged
access to the Spanish treasures in the most special occasions.
Warm regards,
Isabel Benjumea
CEO & Founder
info@greatness.es
Download our Catalogue for Weddings:
GREATNESS Wedding Collection

TOWER OF
SATRÚSTEGUI
Available for visits and
events up to 250 people
The Satústegui Tower was
built in 1884 by Baron
Satrústegui, Don Joaquín
Marcos de Satrústegui y Bris.
It sits in the Igueldo Mount
Tower of Satrústegui, San Sebastian
hillside and owns one of the
most spectacular views of the
city of San Sebastian and its bay La Concha. With no doubt, it is one of the
most singular buildings that overlook the bay.
A representative example of eclectic architecture with historicist feel, the
tower is surrounded by a magnificent tree-garden signed by the well-known
landscaper Ducasse.
Together with Miramar Palace, Satústregui Tower is directly inspired in the
English Renaissance of the 17th Century, even though it was built two
centuries later.

CASTLE OF CANENA
Available for visits and events
up to 200 people

Castle of Canena, Jaen

This fortress was built by the
Arabs in the ruins of a Roman
castrum, there being written
testimony that the king of the
Taifa of Toledo took refuge in
this castle upon the fall of the
city.

Later, in 1538 Francisco de los
Cobos, secretary to the emperor Charles V, whom we had the honour of
accommodating, transformed it into a Castle-Palace, entrusting the project to
the prestigious architect Vandelvira. Today it is admired as one of the most
beautiful examples of the Andalusian Renaissance.
This fortress remained in the hands of his descendants, who were already the
Marquises of Camarasa. It was declared a National Monument in 1931 and
subsequently restored and preserved with the utmost care by our family.

LA GRANJILLA,
COUNTRY HOUSE
Available for visits and events
up to 400 people
The site of La Granjilla, is part
and parcel of the Fresneda,
one of the big farms acquired
La Granjilla de La Fresneda, Country House
in the context of the creation
of the Royal Domain of El
Escorial by King Philip II 1527-1598, whoinherited from his father the
Emperor Charles V, the largest empire known until that time, in a Spain at its
height and splendor. The site has significant natural, historical and artistic
heritage. A remarkable palatial mansion, a convent and a chapel, built in the
sixteenth century by the best technicians of the time by order of the King, for
his personal use, some of which are sorrounded by various ponds and
Renaissance gardens.
The House of the King, House of the Friars and the Chapel of St. John the

Baptist. The overall project was one of the most ambitious of all held in the
Royal Site of San Lorenzo de El Escorial.
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